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We have discovered that the apical oxygen with a 2.35-A La-0 bond length is removed when La is

substituted by Sr in polycrystalline La2- Sr„Cu04 under normal preparation conditions. This apical ox-

ygen can be partially filled by oxygen annealing. It is reasoned that a defect oxygen is trapped at an in-

terstitial site near the Sr atom. We present evidence that this defect oxygen is intrinsic to Sr doping, in-

dependent of processing conditions. We propose that this defect oxygen serves as a mechanism for hole
doping similar to that in the superconducting oxygen-rich La2Cu04+y.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Vy, 61.70.—r, 74.60.Mj

Sr and Ba doping of La2Cu04 produce a rich variety are single phase, and the x 0.07, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20
of physical properties including magnetism, supercon- samples are superconducting with sharp magnetic transi-
ductivity, a metal-insulator transition, and structural tions and large Meissner fractions (up to 75% for
transformations as described by the complex phase dia- x 0.15 samples). '4 X-ray-absorption measurements
gram. ' Charge-carrier holes are introduced by Sr and were carried out at beam lines X-23A2 and X-11A using
Ba doping. The superconducting transition temperature Si(220) and Si(111) monochromators, respectively, at
T, of La2-„Sr„Cu04 correlates with the hole concentra- the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS).
tion and shows a peak at x =0.15. The T, of It is known '5'6 that Sr substitutes for La in

La2 „Ba„Cu04, however, displays a local minimum at La2 „Sr„Cu04. We have directly confirmed this substi-
x 0.12. Although both Sr and Ba doping lower the tution in our samples by comparing the Fourier trans-
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transformation form of the La L3- and Sr K-edge EXAFS (extended x-
temperature, a low-temperature tetragonal phase is ob- ray-absorption fine-structure) spectra. ' This confir-
served in La2-„Ba„Cu04, but apparently not in mation is crucial for the purpose of identifying oxygen
La2 —„Sr„Cu04. ' The origin of the different effect of defects around the Sr atom. Figure 1(a) presents the La
Sr and Ba doping on physical properties is presently un- L3 XANES for La2Cu04 and Sr K-edge XANES for
known. In superconducting oxygen-rich La2Cu04+r, '' air-quenched x 0.04, 0.07, 0.10, and 0.20 La2 „Sr„-
holes are doped by excess oxygen. The excess oxygen Cu04 samples. The difference between the main peak
has been determined to locate at an interstitial site, (white line) in the La L3 and Sr K spectra originates
(4, 4, 4 ) in the orthorhombic La2Cu04 unit cell. ' ' from the d-like final states probed at the L3 edge and the
Surprisingly, phase separation occurs" in La2Cu04+~ p-like final states probed at the K edge. We wish to con-
and the superconducting T, remains constant in the centrate on the peak at about 20 eV (feature A) that is

range of 34-38 K. " This value is close to the T, of present in the Sr spectra but is absent in the La spectra.
La2 —„Sr„Cu04 with optimum Sr doping (x=0.15). Feature A is strictly absent in the La XANES of Sr-
The process of hole doping by excess oxygen in La2Cu04 doped La2Cu04 (see also Ref. 18). This difference be-
and hole doping by Sr in La2 „Sr„Cu04 may be related. tween the La L3 and Sr K spectra is not due to atomic-
In this paper, we report the first observation of a like final states, since feature A is also present in the La
dopant-induced oxygen-vacancy defect structure in L3 XANES in the tetragonal T' phase' of Gd|90Lao |p-
La2 „Sr„Cu04 based upon systematic x-ray-absorption Cu04 as shown below. Feature A is observed to be in-

near-edge structure (XANES) studies. We propose that dependent of the Sr concentration, ruling out an impuri-
there exists an interstitial defect oxygen trapped near the ty phase as its origin. The Sr and La atoms are at
Sr and discuss evidence that this Sr-induced defect oxy- equivalent sites. Distortions around the Sr atom are
gen is intrinsic to Sr-doped La2Cu04. In particular, we likely to occur among the oxygen near neighbors and any
suggest that the defect oxygen serves as a mechanism for distortion among the relatively distant cations should be
hole doping similar to that in oxygen-rich La2Cu04+r. a secondary effect. Therefore, feature A in the Sr spec-

Polycrystalline samples of La2 — Sr„Cu04 were tra must arise from an oxygen near-neighbor config-
prepared by normal solid-state reaction methods from uration that difers from that of La and not from a cat-
mixtures of high-purity (99.999%) La203, CuO, and ion effect.
SrCO3. After firing the mixtures at 950 C in air, pellets We suggest that feature A in the Sr spectra can only
were pressed and sintered in air at 1000'C. Most of arise due to the removal of the apical oxygen at 2.35 A
them were additionally sintered at 1100'C for 24 h. from the Sr atom [apical oxygen refers to O(4) in Fig. 3
Some were further annealed in 1-bar oxygen (500'C for hereafter]. This conclusion is based on the combined ex-
140 h) or in vacuum (10 Torr, 700'C). Our samples perimental results described in detail below and summa-
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FIG. l. (a) XANES spectra of air-quenched samples; feature A is present in Sr spectra but not in La spectra. (b) XANES for
ninefold-coordinated absorbers similar to La in La2Cu04, ' feature A is absent. The Sr XANES on the Bi2Sr2CaCu&O& single crystal
is measured in fluorescence mode with the x-ray polarization vector at 45' and 90', respectively, from the tetragonal c axis of the
crystal. (c) XANES for eightfold-coordinated absorber, showing the presence of feature A.

rized here. First, feature A is totally absent for nine
fold coordina-ted Sr and La with a near-neighbor
conftguration as in the case of La in La2Cu04 jFig.
1(b)]; thus, the existence of feature A in the Sr spectra
of La2 „Sr„Cu04 indicates that the oxygen coordination
configuration around Sr differs from that around La.
Feature A is generally present for an eightfold-
coordinated absorber with two sets of four equivalent
near neighbors, in particular, for Sr in SrF2 and La in

Gdi 9nLan ioCu04 [Fig. 1(c)]. Although fourfold [e.g. ,
Ge in GeC14 (Refs. 20 and 21)] and twelvefold coordina-
tions [e.g. , Sr in SrTi03 (Ref. 22)] can also give rise to a
feature similar to feature A, these two configurations for
Sr in La2 —„Sr„Cu04 are incompatible with diffraction
results' ' and can also be ruled out by oxygen-content
considerations. Second, feature A is suppressed in
oxygen annealed-La2 „Sr„Cu04 samples and can be
subsequently recovered by vacuum annealing This.
shows that feature A is associated with removal of oxy-
gen. Removal of the nearest apical oxygen (2.35 A) will
leave the Sr coordinated with two sets of four oxygen
atoms. Removel of oxygen atoms other than the one at
2.35 A from the Sr atom is not likely to give rise to
feature A. We conclude from the combination of these
results that in the air-quenched La2-„Sr„Cu04 (which
shows feature A) the apical oxygen at 2.35 A. is removed.
Note that the Sr is still coordinated with nine oxygen
neighbors taking into account the defect oxygen pro-
posed below. But the defect oxygen does not appear to
suppress feature A probably because of its relative posi-
tion with respect to the eight oxygen atoms on the regu-
lar lattice.

Figure l(b) presents XANES spectra for ninefold-
coordinated absorbers with oxygen near-neighbor con-
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figurations similar to that of La in La2Cu04. These are
La in La2Ni04 and Sr in a Bi2Sr2CaCu20s (Ref. 16)
single crystal with two different x-ray polarization direc-
tions. Feature A is completely absent in these spectra.
Figure 1(c) shows XANES spectra for the eightfold-
coordinated absorber with two sets of four equivalent ox-

ygen or fluorine near neighbors. These are La, Nd, and
Gd atoms in T' compounds, Sr and Ba in fluorides, and
Y in YBa2Cu307. ' Clearly, feature A is present in all
these spectra. Its existence is independent of the type of
absorber, ruling out the different EXAFS phase shifts of
the absorber as its origin. Feature A shows up in both
L3 and K-edge XANES, again excluding atomiclike
final-state effects.

Physically, feature A originates from multiple scatter-
ing of the photoelectron by the nearest anion neighbors,
in our case the oxygen or fluorine atoms. This is indicat-
ed by the fact that feature A is of relatively high fre-
quency in k (photoelectron wave-vector) space, which
implies a long scattering path in real space. Assignments
of the long scattering path with cation neighbors are
ruled out by the absence of feature A in the La XANES,
La having the same cation neighbors as Sr. Bouldin et
al. 2' have shown that in the Ge K-edge XANES of gas-
phase GeC14 (Refs. 20 and 21) a feature similar to
feature A arises solely from multiple scattering by the Cl
nearest neighbors. The absence of feature A in the La
XANES of LaqCu04 is due to the presence of the apical
oxygen at 2.35 A, which destroys the multiple-scattering
contributions.

Feature A is largely suppressed in La2 — Sr Cu04 by
oxygen annealing and is fully recovered by vacuum an-
nealing the oxygen-annealed samples. Examples are
given in Fig. 2 for the oxygen-annealed x =0.07 and 0.10
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FIG. 2. (a) Sr K-edge XANES spectra for oxygen-annealed
(500'C, 140 h), and subsequently vacuum-annealed (700'C,
48 h), La2-„Sr,Cu04. (b) The region of feature A. The spec-
trum for the oxygen-annealed x 0.07 sample is more typical
than the x 0.10 sample in that feature 8 is not completely

suppressed.

samples (dashed line) and the same oxygen-annealed
samples after vacuum annealing. Clearly, feature A is

suppressed by the oxygen anneal, indicating that the
empty 0(4) site has become partially filled after the oxy-
gen anneal. Vacuum annealing fully recovers feature A

indicating that the apical 0(4) atom is readily removed.
A comparison of Sr EXAFS data between the oxygen-
annealed and vacuum-annealed samples shows qualita-
tive agreement with this interpretation of XANES data,
i.e., oxygen annealing partially fills 0(4) sites and vacu-
um anneal removes filled 0(4). However, reliable quan-
titative EXAFS analysis is limited since three distinct
but overlapping Sr-0 distances are present. The white

line and the EXAFS oscillations are broadened in the
oxygen-annealed samples due to the presence of 0(4).
However, the suppression of feature A cannot be attri-
buted to a broadening effect.

Removal of the 0(4) apical oxygen is consistent with

a number of other experimental results on La2 —„Sr„-
Cu04. In a recent interpretation of Cu nuclear-
quadrupole-resonance data for x-0.15, 0.20, and 0.30
samples, two differentiated Cu sites were suggested.
The removal of an apical oxygen near Sr makes the local
environment of one Cu differ from the other Cu atoms.
Shear defects were recently observed in Sr-doped
La2Cu04 in which edge-sharing copper-oxygen octahe-
dra were identified. Two edge-sharing octahedra cor-
respond to one less apical oxygen as compared to the reg-
ular corner-sharing octahedra, in qualitative agreement
with the removal of the apical oxygen concluded from
our results. The apparent contradiction between the re-
moval of the apical O(4) and the full occupancy ob-
tained in the neutron-diffraction studies' ' is not

surprising, considering the interstitial defect oxygen pro-
posed below. The large thermal factor with the largest
component perpendicular to the c axis obtained by the
refinement of diffraction data' may result from the
oxygen-defect structure.

The apical oxygen in air que-nched samples is missing,
and based on a large number of reported results as
well as our results, these samples are not oxygen
deficient. This requires oxygen at a defect site(s) and
leads us to propose a Sr-induced defect oxygen. The ox-

ygen content of our samples determined by a direct oxy-
gen analysis is all slightly greater than 4.0; thus these
samples are not oxygen deficient. Sharp superconducting
transitions and large Meissner fractions are supportive of
this. Therefore, the missing apical oxygen must remain
in the structure, but at a defect site. The oxygen content
of 4.0 requires that the amount of Sr-induced oxygen de-
fect is about equal to the Sr concentration. Such a pre-
cise control of the amount of defect oxygen by Sr sug-
gests that the defect oxygen is trapped in the vicinity of
the Sr atom. Hence the picture emerges that the Sr
creates and traps the defect oxygen. Excess oxygen
atoms in La2Ni04+~ and La2Cu04+~ are approximately
located at (4, —,', —„) in the orthorhombic unit cell. ' '
Even though the details of the oxygen-defect structure in

La2 —„Sr„Cu04 remain to be determined, it is safe to as-
sume that the defect is similarly located in the La202
layer and is near the Sr atom. A simplified picture for
this oxygen-defect structure is shown in Fig. 3. In analo-

gy to La2Ni04+~, ' we have labeled the defect oxygen as
0(3) and assumed its location at a (-,',0, —,

' ) position in

the tetragonal T structure. From results on oxygen-
annealed samples and a then vacuum-annealed sample
(see below), there is evidence that the defect oxygen
0(3) is intrinsic for Sr doping, independent of processing

~ Cu

La

«(4)
O(3)

()
0

4E

O(2)

o(1)

La2 x SrxCu04
FIG. 3. A simplified model proposed for the Sr-induced

oxygen-defect structure of La2 —,Sr Cu04. The defect oxygen
O(3) is approximately at ( —,',0, 4 ) in the tetragonal unit cell.
Possible distortions of other apical oxygen positions due to the
presence of O(3) are neglected for simplicity. The apical oxy-
gen O(4) (nearest to Sr) is at most partially occupied.
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conditions. We propose that holes are doped into the
CuOz plane through the Sr-induced defect oxygen 0(3)
in a way similar to that proposed"' for the supercon-
ducting oxygen-rich La2Cu04+s.

We now discuss further experiments on oxygen-
annealed and vacuum-annealed samples. An oxygen-
annealed (500'C) x 0.07 sample has the apical 0(4)
sites partly filled. Vacuum annealing (500'C, 48 h) of
this oxygen-annealed sample removes all the 0(4) atoms
as indicated by feature A in the Sr XANES data. How-
ever, this vacuum-annealed sample exhibited ' a sharp
superconducting transition at T, of 17 K and a 37%
Meissner fraction in a field of 2.5 G. This suggests that
the vacuum-annealed sample has 0(3) occupied. The
defect 0(3) must also exist in the oxygen-annealed sam-

ple because it is very unlikely that the defect oxygen
0(3) in the air-quenched sample moves to the 0(4) site
during oxygen annealing and moves from 0(4) back to
0(3) during vacuum annealing at the same temperature.
Thus, the defect oxygen 0(3) is intrinsically associated
with Sr doping rather than created by certain processing
conditions. The oxygen-annealed samples have fully oc-
cupied 0(3) and partially occupied 0(4) and thus its ox-

ygen content is greater than 4.00. The apical 0(4) atom
also dopes holes into the sample, consistent with our ob-
servation ' of noticeably higher T, values for the
oxygen-annealed samples. Partly based on our experi-
mental results, we propose a scheme for the oxygen be-
havior under thermal processing in the x ~ 0.15 samples.
Annealing in vacuum or inert gases first removes any
filled apical 0(4) easily, and then may remove (not as
easily) some of the defect 0(3) depending on the anneal-
ing conditions. Superconductivity can be destroyed com-
pletely only if a large amount of the 0(3) atoms are re-
moved and the hole concentration is reduced below a cer-
tain value. Annealing in oxygen first fills any empty
0(3) sites, then fills the 0(4) sites partially.

An oxygen deficiency has been generally observedz 4 in

Laz-„Sr„Cu04 samples prepared in air as the value of x
exceeds about 0.15. This may be due to the fact that the
concentration of the Sr-induced 0(3) is limited to about
0.15 per unit cell for samples prepared in this manner.
The oxygen deficiency arises from a loss of the defect ox-
ygen 0(3) [the apical 0(4) site is empty already]. In
the high-Sr-concentration (x) 0.15) region, the empty
apical 0(4) site is filled upon oxygen annealing, ' but
the partly empty 0(3) site may not be filled. The hole

doping and local structure are likely to be different from
the low-Sr-concentration region.

In summary, we have directly observed a Sr-induced
oxygen-vacancy defect structure in La2 „Sr„Cu04. The
Sr doping introduces a local structural distortion such
that the apical 0(4) site becomes unoccupied in air-
quenched samples and vacuum-annealed samples but the
oxygen content is maintained close to 4.00. The 0(4)
site can be partially filled in oxygen-annealed samples
and T, increases slightly with partially filled 0(4). We
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have suggested that an interstitial defect oxygen 0(3) is
trapped near the Sr atom independent of the processing
condition. It is proposed that the 0(3) serves as a mech-
anism that dopes holes into the CuOz plane. This defect
structure model and hole doping through the defect oxy-
gen provide a unifying approach of relating the super-
conductivity in the oxygen-rich La2Cu04+~ and Sr-
doped La2Cu04. Our results suggest a new approach for
studying the physical properties related to divalent cation
doping in the LazCu04 system.
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